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Chemical synaptic transmission depends on neurotransmitter-gated ion channels concentrated in the postsynaptic membrane of

specialized synaptic contacts. The functional characteristics of these neurotransmitter receptor channels are important for

determining the properties of synaptic transmission. Whole-cell recording of postsynaptic currents (PSCs) and outside-out patch

recording of transmitter-evoked currents are important tools for estimating the single-channel conductance and the number of

receptors contributing to the PSC activated by a single transmitter quantum. When single-channel activity cannot be directly resolved,

non-stationary noise analysis is a valuable tool for determining these parameters. Peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis can

be used to compensate for quantal variability in synaptic currents. Here, we present detailed protocols for conventional and

peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis of spontaneous PSCs and responses in outside-out patches. In addition, we include

examples of computer code for individual functions used in the different stages of non-stationary noise analysis. These analysis

procedures require 3–8 h.

INTRODUCTION
Chemical synaptic transmission
Chemical synaptic transmission is an important mode of commu-
nication between neurons1. Both excitatory and inhibitory chemical
synaptic transmission depend on transmitter-gated ion channels
that are concentrated in the postsynaptic membrane of specialized
synaptic contacts. To understand the functional properties of a
specific synapse, it is important to understand the functional
characteristics of the transmitter-gated ion channels involved.
These characteristics include single-channel conductance (Box 1)
and kinetics, the number and density of receptors in the postsynap-
tic membrane and the average number of ion channels open at the
peak of a postsynaptic current (PSC) (see review by Silver and
Farrant2). Many synapses are located in the dendrites of neurons, far
from the soma, where a recording electrode is typically located. This
makes it difficult to investigate the receptor channels responsible for
mediating synaptic transmission. In addition to the inaccessibility of
synaptic ion channel receptors for direct recording, the physical and/
or electrical remoteness of synapses introduces problems of electro-
tonic cable filtering that will distort the signal recorded at the soma
relative to the signal generated locally at the synapse3–6.
For electrophysiological investigations of synaptic transmitter-

gated ion channels, one would ideally like to achieve two different
recording configurations. First, one would like to performwhole-cell
voltage-clamp (Box 1) recordings as close to the synapse as possible
to optimize the degree of voltage-clamp. Second, one would like to
isolate outside-outmembrane patches (Box 1) as close to the synapse
as possible to minimize potential problems of functional differences
between synaptic and extrasynaptic receptors. Except in a few cases,
either goal is very difficult to achieve. With respect to voltage-clamp
control, dendritic and axon terminal recordings have made it
possible to improve the degree of space clamp (Box 1) of synaptic

currents (e.g., see refs. 6–11), but with the obvious limitation that the
control is still spatially restricted and synaptic inputs generated
elsewhere in the dendritic tree are less likely well voltage-clamped
owing to generally higher electrode series resistance in dendritic as
opposed to somatic recordings. With respect to outside-out patches,
they can be used for high-resolution recording of either single-
channel activity or macroscopic responses where the channels are
activated by ultrafast application of receptor agonists12 to mimic the
temporal concentration profile of neurotransmitter in a chemical
synapse13. Although initial investigations focused on somatic patches
(e.g., see refs. 14–17), it has, in some cases, also been possible to
isolate dendritic or axon terminal patches (e.g., see refs. 10,11,18–20).
The PSC caused by release of a single transmitter vesicle is

termed a quantal or miniature PSC (mPSC21,22; Box 1). In
preparations where evoked release is caused by presynaptic action
potentials involving voltage-gated Na+ channels, recording mPSCs
requires the blocking of presynaptic action potentials with tetro-
dotoxin (TTX). However, not all synapses depend on presynaptic,
TTX-sensitive action potentials and some spontaneous PSCs
(spPSCs) might be caused by synchronous, multivesicular release.
Thus, in this protocol we use the term spPSCs to represent
spontaneous, action potential–independent PSCs. One approach
to estimating the number of ion channels open at the peak of an
spPSC is to divide its amplitude by the single-channel (unitary)
current. The single-channel current can be obtained from outside-
out patches, either by directly resolved channel activity or by
conventional non-stationary noise analysis (described below). In
some cases, it is also possible to resolve single-channel activity
directly in the later phases of the decay of spPSCs. The likelihood of
obtaining the necessary high-resolution recordings increases when
the ion channels involved have a large single-channel conductance
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and open state(s) of long duration and when the synaptic inputs are
located close to the recording electrode. Directly resolved
single-channel activity in PSCs has been observed for glycine
receptors23–26, N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA) receptors27–30

and g-aminobutyric acid type A (GABAA) receptors
31 (Box 1). It

has not been possible to obtain directly resolved single-channel
openings in spPSCs mediated by a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-
isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptor channels, which often
have open states with very short durations (for review, see ref. 32).
Against this background, we discuss options and techniques available
for investigating the single-channel conductance and the number of
transmitter-gated ion channels involved in mediating chemical
synaptic transmission by non-stationary noise analysis. The focus
is on analysis of spPSCs and responses from outside-out patches.

Conventional non-stationary noise analysis
Before the development of single-channel recording techniques33,34,
noise analysis (alternatively termed fluctuation analysis) was the
only available method that could yield information on single-
channel parameters. Noise analysis is performed by recording the
current fluctuations associated with stochastic gating among a
population of ion channels. Although single-channel recording is
inherently a much more powerful technique than noise analysis,
there are still situations where noise analysis techniques can offer
valuable information not easily obtained otherwise. For example,

for ion channels with very low single-channel conductance, the
resolution of single-channel recording can be insufficient to resolve
the gating activity. In these cases, noise analysis can be used to yield
information on the single-channel parameters. Noise analysis was
developed for stationary conditions in which the stimulus ampli-
tude and average ion channel activity are constant over time (for
reviews, see refs. 35–37). If the ion channels of interest rapidly
inactivate or desensitize to a very low steady-state response ampli-
tude, and/or the stimulus is inherently transient, stationary noise
analysis cannot be applied. To compensate for this, noise analysis
was extended to handle non-stationary conditions38–40. Thus, for
what is referred to as conventional non-stationary noise analysis, an
invariant population of ion channels is repeatedly subjected to a
constant stimulus. Examples of experimental approaches where this
type of analysis is appropriate are agonist-evoked responses in
outside-out patches (see above), two-photon uncaging of caged
glutamate onto dendritic spines41 and spPSCs originating from a
single release site42. It has also been argued that conventional non-
stationary noise analysis can be appropriate for analysis of spPSCs
mediated by NMDA receptors because high intrinsic variance in the
time from binding of agonist to the first opening introduces
considerable variability with respect to the location of the peak,
thus complicating the use of peak scaling (see below; ref. 43).
From the ensemble of responses, one calculates the mean current

response and the variance of current fluctuations about the mean
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BOX 1 | GLOSSARY

1. AMPA receptors: non-selective cation receptor channels, subtype of ionotropic glutamate receptors, defined by activation by the synthetic
agonist a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA). Involved in fast synaptic excitation in several CNS synapses.
2. GABAA receptors: chloride-selective receptor channels activated by the neurotransmitter g-aminobutyric acid (GABA), blocked by the

competitive antagonist bicuculline. Responsible for the majority of fast synaptic inhibition in the CNS.
3. Glycine receptors: chloride-selective receptor channels activated by the neurotransmitter glycine. Involved in fast synaptic inhibition in

the brain stem, spinal cord and retina.
4. Ionotropic receptor: receptor channel, i.e., a receptor that contains an ion channel as an integral part of the macromolecular complex.
5. NMDA receptors: non-selective cation receptor channels, subtype of ionotropic glutamate receptors, defined by activation by the synthetic

agonist N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA). Involved in fast synaptic excitation in several CNS synapses.
6. Outside-out patch recording: recording configuration of the electrophysiological patch-clamp technique whereby a piece of cell membrane

has been excised from a cell in such a way that the outward-facing side of the membrane is exposed to the extracellular solution.
7. Quantal variability: variability of the quantal size (amplitude). Can appear as variability in the response to repeated release of a single

vesicle of transmitter from a single release site or as variability in the responses to release from the different release sites encompassed by a
single synaptic connection.
8. Quantum (quantal postsynaptic current): the elementary unit of synaptic transmission and the smallest possible postsynaptic response.

A given postsynaptic response is built up from one or more quanta. In physical terms, considered to be the postsynaptic response activated
by transmitter released from a single vesicle.
9. Release site: the specific location in a chemical synapse where transmitter vesicles are released from the presynaptic neuron.

10. Series resistance: the electrical resistance between the interior of the tip of a patch pipette and the interior of a cell during a whole-cell
recording. When current flows, the series resistance is responsible for a corresponding voltage drop. The series resistance will typically be higher
(but never lower) than the resistance of the patch pipette used in the recording.
11. Single-channel conductance: the electrical conductance (G; inverse of resistance, R) of a single ion channel. Denoted by g (measured in
Siemens; S); typical single-channel conductances are in the picoSiemens (pS) range.
12. Space clamp: the spatial extent to which a neuron is under adequate control of a voltage clamp. For example, when a voltage clamp is
imposed by an electrode at the soma of a neuron, the voltage clamp of the dendrites will typically be less effective.
13. Voltage clamp: an electrophysiological recording technique where an electronic circuit is used to control (clamp) the membrane potential
of a cell by keeping it constant at a given value. If current flows through ion channels in the cell membrane, the electronic circuit injects current
of the same magnitude and opposite polarity to keep the membrane potential constant.
14. Whole-cell recording: recording configuration of the electrophysiological patch-clamp technique whereby the tip of a blunt, low-resistance
(typically 1–10MO) glass pipette is tightly sealed to the cell membrane (resistanceZ1–10 GO), followed by breaking the area of cell membrane
(patch) within the lumen of the tip, thus gaining electrical access to the interior of the cell.
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for each point in time. The average current for an ensemble of n
events, where each event contains m sample points, is given by the
following equation (e.g., ref. 44):

AvgðiÞ ¼ 1

n

Xn

j¼1
yðiÞj; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m; ð1Þ

where i is the index of the sample point (1,y,m) and j is the index of
the event (1,y, n). With regular sampling (i.e., constant sampling
interval ofDt ), the index i of the sample points will correspond to time
points i�Dt (or ði� 1Þ�Dt if the first point in the array is considered
to correspond to time zero). The ensemble variance about each sample
point (i) in the ensemble mean is given by the following equation:

VarðiÞ ¼ 1

n� 1

Xn

j¼1
½yðiÞj � AvgðiÞ�2; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m ð2Þ

The result of these calculations is that a separate mean and variance is
calculated for each point in time. A plot of corresponding values of
variance versusmean, for each point in time, can then be fittedwith the
following equation38:

s2ðIÞ ¼ iI � I2

N
+ s2b ð3Þ

developed from a binomial model37, yielding values for single-channel
current (i) and total number of ion channels available for activation
(N; sb

2 is the background variance). The single-channel (unitary)
chord conductance (g) can then be calculated as:

g ¼ i=ðVm � ErevÞ ð4Þ

from the known membrane holding potential (Vm) and reversal
potential (Erev). The peak open probability (Po, peak), corresponding
to the fraction of available ion channels open at the time of the peak
current (Ipeak), can then be calculated from the following equation:

Po; peak ¼ Ipeak=Ni ð5Þ

Peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis
As discussed above, conventional non-stationary noise analysis can
be applied only to ensembles of time-varying responses for which
the population of contributing ion channels is invariant from one
response to the next (i.e., the current variance arises solely from
stochastic ion channel gating and time-invariant background
noise). However, if there is variation in the number of release
sites (as for repeatedly evoked PSCs) and/or variation in the
identity of release sites (as for spPSCs), the application of conven-
tional non-stationary noise analysis is problematic45,46 (for reviews,
see refs. 2,47). In these cases, quantal variability (both quantal size
and number of quanta; Box 1) will contribute to the variability in
PSC amplitude. It, therefore, becomes necessary to isolate varia-
tions in currents arising from the stochastic gating of ion channels
from variations arising from sources such as quantal variability and
variability of release sites. For conventional non-stationary noise
analysis, fluctuations around the mean are isolated by directly
subtracting the mean response waveform from each individual
response waveform (see above). Thus, for analysis of PSCs arising
from more than one release site (evoked PSCs or spPSCs), scaling
the mean PSC waveform to the peak amplitude of each individual
PSC waveform before subtracting them from each other should

isolate fluctuations around the mean arising from stochastic ion
channel gating45,48 (for review, see ref. 2). An important conse-
quence of this peak-scalingmethod is that information on the total
number of available channels—that is, the number of channels
exposed to neurotransmitter (N)—is lost (see below). Above all,
this peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis is applicable to
spPSCs. An advantage of spPSCs, compared with evoked PSCs, is
that with spPSCs, there should be minimal asynchrony in the
activation of receptor channels. However, by necessity, the number
and identity of channels activated will change from one spPSC to
the next. As summarized in a recent review2, a series of assumptions
must be fulfilled for peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis of
spPSCs to be valid. First, the contributing receptor channels have to
be identical. If they are not, the resulting estimate for i will be a
weighted estimate of a mean channel conductance49. Second, the
contributing channels have to be independent. For example, if they
can influence each other by compromising the effectiveness of the
voltage clamp, this condition will not be fulfilled. Third, the mean
PSCwaveform should be the same at all contributing synapses. This
means that the synapses contributing to the ensemble of recorded
spPSCs must have the same (or similar) electrotonic location. It is,
therefore, important to test whether the ensemble of recorded
events display stability over time (within a given experimental
condition) and whether there is evidence for significant, differential
electrotonic filtering of the events5,22. Finally, although conven-
tional non-stationary noise analysis applied to an invariant popu-
lation of ion channels always gives rise to a parabolic variance
versus mean relationship, peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis
can give rise to either a parabolic or a non-parabolic (skewed)
variance versus mean relationship. In cases where the peak-scaled
variance versus mean relationship is parabolic, the estimate for N,
obtained from curve fitting with equation (3), will correspond
approximately to the average number of channels open at the peak
of the PSC45,46, but in cases where the peak-scaled variance versus
mean relationship is skewed, it can be only partially fitted with
equation (3) and the estimate for N will have no direct physical
interpretation (see ref. 50 for an extensive analysis). The shape of
the variance versus mean relationship obtained by peak scaling
(parabolic versus skewed) does not depend on whether the under-
lying population of ion channels is invariant. Rather, the degree of
skewness depends on the temporal structure of the fluctuations
around the mean during the decay phase after the peak response
and can be investigated with covariance analysis of the ensemble of
PSCs50 (see below). Skewed variance versus mean relationships
have been observed both for physiologically recorded PSCs and for
simulated responses based onMarkov-style kinetic schemes45,50–53.

Autocovariance analysis
The autocovariance (for simplicity, termed covariance) function in
the time domain is equivalent to the power spectral density
function in the frequency domain (e.g., ref. 54) and indicates
how well the fluctuations are correlated at different times39,40.
Using covariance analysis as a tool, it has been demonstrated that
peak scaling generates a skewed variance versus mean relationship
when the covariance function decays rapidly (compared with the
response waveform of the ensemble mean), corresponding to a low
correlation between fluctuations at the peak and in neighboring
regions of the decay phase50. A parabolic relationship is obtained
when the covariance function decaysmore slowly, corresponding to
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a higher correlation. For a response ensemble with n events, each
with m sample points, the covariance function can be calculated
from the corresponding m � n event matrix. The resulting m � m
covariance matrix is a measure of the linear strength between them
variables and can be stated formally as

Cði; jÞ ¼ 1

n� 1

Xn

k¼1
½ykðiÞ � AvgðiÞ�½ykðjÞ � AvgðjÞ�;

i ¼ 1; . . . ;m; j ¼ 1; . . . ;m;

ð6Þ

where the yk are the current values from the kth event and the
Avg are the means of the n yk values at samples i and j (refs. 39,40).
C(i, j) is a 2D function that represents the correlation between
the variances at samples i and j within the record. Each value in the
covariance matrix, sij

2, corresponds to the covariance between
the corresponding rows i and j in the original event matrix. The
diagonal of the covariance matrix (for i ¼ j) corresponds to the
ensemble variance, that is, the m variance values across the n
columns of the event matrix. For a given center point (at i or tc), the
decay of a covariance function, C(i, j), can be estimated by fitting
with exponential functions such that each decay time constant
corresponds to a correlation time (tcorr). Depending on the number
of sample points (m) and the number of events (n), calculation of
C(i, j) can be computationally demanding. Although C(i, j)
contains considerable kinetic information, this type of analysis
has mainly been used for voltage-gated ion channels39,40, and less
for neurotransmitter receptor channels (e.g., see ref. 55).
A potential application of covariance analysis arises from the

need to evaluate the shape of a variance versus mean relationship
obtained by peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis of spPSCs.
Although a skewed, as opposed to parabolic, relationship can be

caused by, for example, inadequate alignment of spPSCs, it can also
be caused by the kinetic properties of the receptor channels
themselves50. If it is possible to perform additional experiments
with application of agonist to outside-out patches (with receptor
channels similar to the synaptic ones), the results can be analyzed
using peak-scaled, in addition to conventional, non-stationary
noise analysis. If peak-scaling generates a skewed variance versus
mean relationship, it can be assumed that this is caused by the
kinetic properties of the receptor channels and that this is also the
cause of a skewed variance versus mean relationship obtained from
peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis of spPSCs from the same
cell type. This hypothesis can be further corroborated by comput-
ing the covariance function from the ensemble of patch responses.
A comparison of the decay of the macroscopic patch current with
the decay of the covariance function (with center point correspond-
ing to the peak amplitude of the macroscopic current) can indicate
whether a skewed or parabolic variance versus mean relationship
should be expected50.

Bootstrap analysis
Statistical errors in the best-fit parameters obtained by non-
stationary noise analysis can be estimated by bootstrap analysis56

of the ensemble of events. Balanced resampling for a given
ensemble with n events can be achieved by generating, for example,
100 lists, each with n randomly selected event numbers. Each
number should correspond to an event in the original ensemble,
and each list of numbers can be used to generate a synthetic,
resampled data set with n events. Examples of bootstrap analysis to
estimate statistical errors in non-stationary noise analysis of experi-
mental and simulated data can be found in refs. 50,52.

MATERIALS
EQUIPMENT
.Patch-clamp recording setup (e.g., see refs. 57–61)
.Equipment for ultra-fast application of agonists to outside-out membrane
patches12

.Software for detection of spPSCs (see EQUIPMENT SETUP)

.Software for noise analysis (see EQUIPMENT SETUP)

EQUIPMENT SETUP
Patch-clamp recording setup Detailed descriptions of equipment for patch-
clamp recording experiments and procedures for patch-clamp electrophysiology
can be found in refs. 57–61. Experiments can be performed in vitro with cell
cultures or slices or in vivo with whole animals. Both in vitro and in vivo
recordings can be used to obtain recordings with evoked and/or spontaneous
synaptic currents. The review by Trussell22 contains detailed descriptions of
recording and analysis of synaptic currents. Experiments where one aims to
obtain responses evoked by ultrafast agonist application to outside-out patches
are ideally performed with cell culture or slice preparations (see ref. 12 for a
detailed overview of the technique of ultrafast application to outside-out
patches).

Software for detection of spPSCs Some packages (commercial or free) for
computerized acquisition and/or analysis of patch-clamp electrophysiological
data contain software for the automatic detection of spontaneous synaptic
currents. Some examples are pClamp from Molecular Devices (http://
www.moleculardevices.com), AxoGraph X from AxoGraph Scientific
(http://www.axographx.com), WinEDR/WinWCP in the Strathclyde
Electrophysiology Software (http://spider.science.strath.ac.uk/sipbs/
showPage.php?pageName¼software_ses), NeuroMatic from ThinkRandom by
Jason Rothman (http://www.neuromatic.thinkrandom.com; requires the IGOR
Pro software package; see below) and Patcher’s Power Tools from theMax Planck-
Institute for Membrane Biophysics (http://www.mpibpc.gwdg.de/abteilungen/
140/software/index.html; requires the IGOR Pro software package; see below).

In addition, the stand-alone software program Mini Analysis from Synaptosoft
(http://www.synaptosoft.com) is often used for detecting spontaneous events.
Software for noise analysis Although some software packages for compu-
terized data acquisition and analysis contain functions that can be used for
certain aspects of non-stationary noise analysis, many users will eventually
prefer to develop their own software. This can be done in a general-purpose
environment for software development, with the option to add scripting to the
analysis. These environments offer many high-level functions and will, for most
users, represent a convenient compromise between speed of execution and the
ability to accomplish complex programming tasks in less time with minimal
effort. Several packages are available, including IGOR Pro from Wavemetrics
(http://www.wavemetrics.com), MATLAB from The Mathworks (http://
www.mathworks.com), Mathematica from Wolfram Research (http://
www.wolfram.com) and LabVIEW from National Instruments (http://
www.ni.com). GNU Octave (http://www.octave.org) has a syntax that is similar
to that of MATLAB, but comes without a graphical user interface. In addition,
AxoGraph X (see above), although geared toward analysis of electrophysiological
data, offers many programmable functions in a general-purpose environment.
For the analysis procedures used in this protocol, we have included some
examples of computer code developed in the IGOR Pro environment
(Supplementary Data). The code examples focus on the essential components
of non-stationary noise analysis. For complete functionality, additional
code for data input, data plotting, curve fitting and so on is required.
The Mini Analysis software package also offers functionality for

non-stationary noise analysis. It is very important to validate the results with
simulated data before applying this or similar software (supplied without
available source code) to experimental data. A freely available, but specialized,
software package for non-stationary noise analysis is NSFA by Tim Benke
(http://www.bris.ac.uk/depts/Synaptic/research/software/NSFA_TCABLE/
NSFA_TCABLE_intro.htm; source code included).
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PROCEDURE
Data acquisition � TIMING Approximately 6–12 h for each recording session (depending on experimental design)
1| Make sure that data are acquired at a sufficiently high sampling (digitization) frequency and with appropriate low-pass
filtering. According to the Nyquist theorem, the minimum valid sampling frequency is two times the highest frequency
component present in the analog signal to avoid aliasing (see discussion in ref. 44). In practice, the minimum valid sampling
frequency is taken as two times the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter. The faster the rise and decay times of the spPSCs
are, the higher the sampling frequency must be. With the huge data-storage capacity of hard drives in modern computers,
a safe strategy is to acquire data with a sampling frequency of 100 kHz (corresponding to a sampling interval of 10 ms) at a
high recording bandwidth (low-pass filter set to, e.g., 5 or 10 kHz) and to decimate (down-sample) and refilter data records
as needed for off-line analysis. During acquisition, it is also necessary to make sure that data are sampled at an adequate
resolution. As the amplitudes of the stochastic fluctuations can be small compared with the amplitudes of the transient current
responses, it is advisable to employ an A/D converter with 16-bit, rather than 12-bit, resolution44 and to amplify the signal
sufficiently before digitization to take advantage of the high amplitude resolution.
m CRITICAL STEP High quality, low-noise patch-clamp recordings are of invaluable importance for the following off-line analysis.

2| Depending on the goals of the project and the specific questions being asked, non-stationary noise analysis can be applied
to data in the form of (i) spPSCs from continuous recordings (Fig. 1a) or (ii) responses evoked by ultrafast agonist application
to outside-out patches. Depending on the project, it can be desirable to obtain both types of experimental data from a given
cell type (see ANTICIPATED RESULTS).
(A) Acquiring data with spPSCs from whole-cell recordings (continuous sampling)

(i) Given the huge data-storage capacity of hard drives in modern computers, the electrical activity of the recorded
cell should be sampled continuously (gap-free), with no need to perform trigger-activated sampling in response to on-line
detection of spPSCs.

(ii) During data acquisition, it is very important to monitor the series resistance (access resistance; Box 1) of the recording.
Although the series resistance should be as low as possible to minimize low-pass filtering of recorded events6,53,62

(see ref. 50 for detailed examples of distortion of single-channel conductance estimates from non-stationary noise
analysis), changes in the series resistance can also compromise the results. One way to monitor series resistance is to
design your sampling protocol in such a way that it interleaves continuous data acquisition (e.g., for 30–60 s) with a
sequence that repeatedly samples the capacitative charging transients evoked by a square-wave stimulus (after canceling
the cell capacitance neutralization circuitry of the patch-clamp amplifier). After averaging, the response can be used
to calculate the series resistance value during off-line analysis (see below). In addition, during data acquisition, direct
attention to the peak amplitude of capacitative charging transients can give valuable on-line information on the series
resistance and changes in this important parameter.

(B) Acquiring data with responses evoked by ultrafast agonist application to outside-out patches (epochal sampling)
(i) Data should be acquired in epochs, with each epoch (sweep) corresponding to a single, stimulus-synchronized, response.

In this way, there is no need to perform off-line detection of responses before further analysis. For non-stationary noise
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Figure 1 | Properties and analysis of spontaneous postsynaptic

currents (spPSCs). (a) Example of spPSCs in a whole-cell recording

from an AII amacrine cell in an in vitro slice preparation of rat retina

(maintained at room temperature; 20–24 1C). The spPSCs are glycinergic,

inhibitory spPSCs (spIPSCs) recorded at a holding potential of �60 mV

with a chloride equilibrium potential of approximately 0 mV and appear as

transient inward currents with fast rise times and slower decays. (b) Four
examples of overlaid spIPSCs (as in panel a), aligned by the point of

steepest rise. A single-exponential fit (red trace) has been overlaid

on each spIPSC. (c) Average waveform of an ensemble of spIPSCs illustrates

quantification of waveform parameters (indicated by vertical and

horizontal lines): peak amplitude (amplitude interval between baseline

and peak response), 10–90% rise time (time interval between the

10 and 90% amplitude values of the rising phase), half-decay time

(time interval between the peak amplitude and the 50% amplitude

value of the decay phase) and time constant of decay (tdecay;
single-exponential fit indicated by overlaid red trace). (d) Distribution
of peak amplitude for an ensemble of spIPSCs (as in panel a);
bin width 2.5 pA. The noise distribution is shown as an unfilled

histogram with the peak scaled to the peak of the spIPSC amplitude

distribution. Data from the same AII amacrine cell in d–f. (e) Distribution
of 10–90% rise time for spIPSCs; bin width 0.025 ms. (f) Distribution of tdecay (single-exponential fit) for spIPSCs; bin width 0.25 ms. Data in panels

b–f modified, with permission, from ref. 26, r (2006) The Physiological Society.
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analysis, it is generally sufficient to acquire 50–100 consecutive responses. You should ensure that the sweep interval
(the time interval between consecutive stimulus applications) is long enough that the data are not influenced by
desensitization processes with incomplete recovery between sweeps. Depending on the channels studied, it may be
necessary to use intervals up to, say, 15 s.
’ PAUSE POINT Data can be analyzed any time after recording.

Detect and pre-process spPSCs� TIMING Approximately 60 min or more for each cell recorded (depending on the amount of
data collected)
3| If you have acquired data with agonist-evoked responses from outside-out patches, skip Steps 4–16 and continue with
Step 17. However, consult Step 9 concerning the possibility of drift in patch responses and Step 12 concerning the possible
need for alignment of patch responses.

4| Conditional data conversion. Depending on the software package used to acquire electrophysiological data, you may need
to convert your data records into a format that can be read by the software used to detect spPSCs (see below). The Axon Binary
Format (ABF) Utility software (Synaptosoft) can be used to convert several different data formats into ABF, which can be read
by several software packages.

5| Detect spontaneous synaptic events. Different programs use different algorithms for detecting spPSCs, with each
algorithm having strengths and weaknesses. For published methods of event detection, including comparisons of different
approaches, see refs. 63–66. Mini Analysis (Synaptosoft) is a good software package for detecting spPSCs and is used
by many laboratories. A specific advantage of detecting events with Mini Analysis is that the user can visually verify and edit
individual events after detection. A similar approach can be employed with the NeuroMatic software package (see above).
This allows for a very flexible workflow where fast, automatic detection can be combined with post hoc, manual editing of
individual events by eye.

6| Pre-process detected events by isolating events that are well separated from other events. Although all events
have to be detected for a frequency analysis, for example, only events that are temporally well separated from other
events can be used for non-stationary noise analysis. Well-separated events can be isolated using an inter-event time
interval criterion in such a way that each event contains a sufficient stretch of pre- and post-event baseline free from other
spontaneous events.

7| Align the detected events by a temporal criterion (Fig. 1b), for example, by time of steepest rise or by 50% rise (i.e., the
point in time in which the event has reached 50% of its peak amplitude). The exact criterion is not critical, as the events will
be re-aligned later.

8| Export the detected events in a format that can be read by the software for non-stationary noise analysis.
ASCII (American Standard Code for Information and Interchange)-formatted text files can be read by most software
packages, but the format is not very compact. The files used for transferring data between programs can be deleted
afterward. This step is unnecessary if the same software environment is used for both detection and further non-stationary
noise analysis.

Testing detected spPSCs for time stability � TIMING Approximately 15–60 min for each cell to be analyzed
9| The detected spPSCs must first be tested for time stability to ensure that there are no time-dependent changes in the
kinetic properties and amplitude of the events2,46,52 that might alert one to potential problems with the recording and might
otherwise invalidate the non-stationary noise analysis. Such changes could be caused by, say, changes in the series resistance of
the recording. Low-pass filter the population of spPSCs at, for example, 2 kHz (digital Gaussian filter) without overwriting the
original population of events.

Note that because low-pass filtering can affect the estimates obtained from non-stationary noise analysis, it is desirable to
perform the non-stationary noise analysis itself with as little low-pass filtering as possible. For the pre-processing of data,
however, it can be unrealistic to analyze waveforms with as little filtering as for the final non-stationary noise analysis. Measure
the peak amplitude, 10–90% (alternatively 20–80%) rise time and a decay time course parameter of each event (see Fig. 1c
for definitions of these parameters). The decay time course parameter can be either the decay time constant obtained with
a mono-exponential curve fit or the half-decay time (i.e., the time interval from the peak amplitude to the half-maximum
amplitude during the decay phase). Examples of the distributions of measurements for an experimental recording are illustrated
in Figure 1d–f. When testing for time stability, it is crucial that the spPSCs are analyzed in the same order in which they
appeared in the original recording.

Slow, approximately linear drift can sometimes be observed in patch recordings—for example, drifts in electrode potentials or
rundown of responses caused by washout of cytoplasmic constituents. For responses evoked from an invariant population of ion
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channels (e.g., from outside-out patches), it is possible to correct for such drift by calculating the variance from the ensemble
average of the squared differences of successive records (see discussion in ref. 67).

10| For each parameter (peak amplitude, rise time and decay time parameter), number each individual measurement according
to event number and test for time stability using Spearman’s rank-order correlation test46,52 (see, e.g., ref. 68 for algorithm).
The NeuroMatic software package (see above), contains code for a variable-size sliding-window algorithm. For the
complete population of detected events (from a single cell) and for a given parameter, it will return the beginning and
end event numbers for the maximum number of consecutive spPSCs that do not display any significant time-dependent
correlation (P 4 0.05). An example of time stability analysis applied to experimental data is illustrated in Figure 2a–c.
An example of IGOR Pro code (function ‘Time_Stability’) for time stability testing (adapted from NeuroMatic) can be found in
the Supplementary Data.

Although using Spearman’s rank-order correlation test is explicit with respect to the criteria employed for the test of time
stability, the result should be treated with caution if simple visual inspection of the same data reaches the opposite conclusion
with respect to the presence or absence of time stability.

Testing detected spPSCs for correlations between waveform parameters � TIMING Approximately 10–20 min for each cell
to be analyzed
11| For a population of spPSCs, there is always variability in peak amplitudes, rise times and decay times. This variability is
due to a combination of stochastic gating, quantal variability, potential differences in physical and/or electrotonic location of
synaptic sites relative to the recording electrode and potential heterogeneity of postsynaptic receptors at different synaptic
sites. A series of events displaying time stability (see Step 9) is next tested for correlations between the waveform parameters
to evaluate the presence of differential electrotonic filtering. Spearman’s rank-order correlation test can also be used to test for
correlations between rise time and amplitude, between amplitude and decay time (decay time constant or half-decay time) and
between rise time and decay time (decay time constant or half-decay time)46,52. The NeuroMatic software package (see above)
contains code that can be used for this purpose. An example of IGOR Pro code (function ‘Spearman_Rank_Corr’) adapted from
NeuroMatic can be found in the Supplementary Data. An example of experimental data where the relationships between rise
time, peak amplitude and decay time have been analyzed is illustrated in Figure 2d–f. The ensemble of consecutive events that
displays both time stability and lack of correlations between waveform parameters can now be used for non-stationary noise
analysis without the imposed digital Gaussian filter (further analysis at, e.g., 5 kHz).

Alignment of detected waveforms (spPSCs) � TIMING Approximately 5–15 min for each cell to be analyzed
12| For spPSCs, there are no stimuli that can be used to synchronize or align the waveforms. A recent study compared different
methods of aligning simulated data traces (after artificial desynchronization) with respect to obtaining non-stationary noise
analysis results as similar as possible to those obtained directly from the original data50. Re-alignment by the point of steepest
rise of the current trace, as used in the study with peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis by Traynelis et al.45, was found to be
the simplest and most effective procedure among those examined. The point of steepest rise corresponds to the location of the
minimum value (for inward currents) or maximum value (for outward currents) of the first time derivative of the event waveform.
As the first derivative is so noisy, this method normally involves either fitting a function to the rising phase or some sort of
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fFigure 2 | Example of analysis of time stability and correlation between waveform parameters of glycinergic spontaneous

inhibitory postsynaptic currents (spIPSCs) in whole-cell recording from AII amacrine cells in a retinal slice preparation

(as in Fig. 1). (a–c) Plots of peak amplitude (a), 10–90% rise time (b) and tdecay (c; single-exponential fit) as a function of

event number for consecutive spIPSCs; no time-dependent correlation (red trace in each graph indicates linear fit). For peak

amplitude, Spearman’s R ¼ �0.06 (P ¼ 0.43). For 10–90% rise time, Spearman’s R ¼ �0.02 (P ¼ 0.81). For tdecay, Spearman’s
R ¼ �0.01 (P ¼ 0.92). (d–f) Relationships between spIPSC waveform parameters (red trace in each graph indicates linear fit):

(d) spIPSC 10–90% rise time versus tdecay; (e) spIPSC peak amplitude versus 10–90% rise time; (f) spIPSC peak amplitude
versus tdecay. There was no correlation between 10–90% rise time and tdecay (Spearman’s R ¼ 0.03; P ¼ 0.63) or between peak

amplitude and 10–90% rise time (Spearman’s R ¼ 0.06; P ¼ 0.37). There was a significant positive correlation between peak
amplitude and tdecay (Spearman’s R ¼ 0.25; P ¼ 0.0003), but this is opposite to what is expected if it was due to differential electrotonic filtering26. Data in

panels a–f modified, with permission, from ref. 26, r (2006) The Physiological Society.
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smoothing. An example of IGOR Pro code (function ‘Align_Mat’)
that uses point of steepest rise for alignment can be found in
the Supplementary Data. The code involves the use of a
built-in binomial (Gaussian) smoothing algorithm, with the
number of smoothing operations set empirically via user-input.

Agonist-evoked responses recorded in outside-out patches
will be aligned by the stimulus. However, if the responses have been desynchronized because of drift in the system, it may be
necessary to re-align them before further processing.
m CRITICAL STEP Accurate alignment is critical for the following analysis.
? TROUBLESHOOTING

Non-stationary noise analysis (without binning) � TIMING Approximately 10–15 min for each cell to be analyzed
13| We are now ready to perform non-stationary noise analysis on the final ensemble of responses. In this step, two options
are available: non-stationary noise analysis without binning and non-stationary noise analysis with binning. As it is easier to
understand, and can serve to illustrate the fundamental principles, we will first apply non-stationary noise analysis without
binning. In practice, however, it is generally recommended to employ non-stationary noise analysis with binning (see below).
In this first example, we will analyze an ensemble of events with no quantal variability; that is, the number of available ion
channels is invariant from one trial to the next (as for responses evoked in outside-out patches).

14| Calculate the ensemble mean response and variance for each point in time for the ensemble of individual responses
according to equations (1) and (2). The principle of this procedure is illustrated graphically in Figure 3a and for an ensemble
of simulated, PSC-like events in Figure 3b,c. Examples of individual events and their corresponding difference currents are
illustrated in Figure 3d,e.

15| For each point in time (indexed by i), plot the ensemble variance (s2; ordinate) against the mean current (I; abscissa),
omitting the rising phase of the response (Fig. 3f).

16| Fit the data points with equation (3), where i is the single-channel current, N is the available number of channels and sb
2

is the variance of the background noise. The background noise can be estimated from the pre-response baseline, and the fitted
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Figure 3 | Stages in the procedure for conventional non-stationary noise

analysis of an ensemble of events without quantal variability. (a) Schematic
view of matrix (left) containing digitized data of ensemble of n events

(e1, . . ., en), each with duration from t0 to tend. Each column contains data

for all sample points of a single event and each row contains data for all

events at corresponding sample points. Averaging all elements in a single row

consecutively for all rows generates the ensemble mean (middle), and

calculating the variance for all elements in a single row consecutively for all

rows generates the ensemble variance (right). (b) Matrix containing data for

n ¼ 1,000 spontaneous postsynaptic current (spPSC)-like events stochastically

simulated as described in ref. 50 (3 mM agonist for 1 ms; arrow indicates time

of application). The three-state kinetic scheme (U �!
kþ1

 �
k�1

B �!
b

 �
a
O) had the

following states: U ¼ unbound state, B ¼ singly liganded state, O ¼ open

state35,88. The rate constants (k+1 ¼ binding; k–1 ¼ unbinding; b ¼ opening;

a ¼ closing) had the following values: k+1 ¼ 6 � 106 M–1 s–1, k–1 ¼ 1,000 s–1,

a ¼ 100 s–1, b ¼ 1,000 s–1. The number of receptor channels was set to 50,

the driving force was set to –60 mV, the simulation time step was 10 ms and
the unitary conductance (g) was 50 pS. For clarity, no additional noise was

added. Event data organized as in a, with response amplitude coded by color

(red corresponds to peak amplitude; purple corresponds to baseline, i.e., zero

response level). (c) Ensemble mean (left) and variance (right) waveforms

generated from data in panel b (same time axis as in panel b). (d,e) Three
individual events from matrix in panel b (panel d; 1–3) and corresponding

difference currents (panel e; 1–3) calculated by subtracting ensemble mean

current (c) from each individual event. (f) Plot of ensemble current variance
(panel c, right) versus mean current (panel c, left) and versus open

probability, generated by plotting corresponding points in time without

binning. Time range used for the variance versus mean plot corresponds to

data points from the peak of the mean waveform to the end of the decay

phase. The data points were fitted with equation (3) (overlaid red trace;

single-channel conductance g ¼ 49 pS, N ¼ 52 channels). Notice the higher

density of points for lower than for higher values of Imean.
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curve can be constrained for this value. From Figure 3f, it can
be seen that the region of the response corresponding to the
late decay phase contributes an excess of data points (sampled
at constant intervals) because this region spans a long period,
but a short range of response values. Thus, this phase of the
ensemble mean waveform, containing data points that are not independent of each other, inappropriately is assigned excessive
independent weight during curve fitting with equation (3) (ref. 67). This can be avoided with binning as described in the next step.

Non-stationary noise analysis (with binning) � TIMING Approximately 10–15 min for each cell to be analyzed
17| Binning is used to assign similar weights to all phases of the ensemble mean waveform, from the peak to the end of the
decay, and accounts at least partially for correlations of current fluctuations within neighboring regions67,69. The principle of
binning is to divide the mean current amplitude into a number of bins of equal amplitude. For a mean waveform with
exponential decay, this will correspond to dividing the mean current decay phase into successive intervals of variable length.
Binning is common to both conventional and peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis. For simplicity, the binning procedure is
illustrated step by step for conventional analysis only.

18| At this point, two options are available: (A) conventional non-stationary noise analysis (without peak scaling) to be used
for patch responses and for PSCs with no quantal variability and (B) peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis to be used for
events with quantal variability.
(A) Conventional non-stationary noise analysis (without peak scaling)

(i) Calculate the ensemble mean response and variance for each point in time for the ensemble of individual responses
(as in Step 14), according to equations (1) and (2).

(ii) Divide the amplitude interval from the peak to the baseline of the ensemble mean waveform into a number of equal
intervals (e.g., 30–100 bins). In this way, each interval (bin) will correspond, on average, to the same number of channel
closings45,67. The procedure is illustrated schematically in Figure 4a.

(iii) Translate the amplitude intervals to the corresponding time intervals for the mean waveform (Fig. 4a). If the ensemble
mean was compiled from a large enough number of individual events, the noise will be low and the translation can be
performed by calculating the X-value (point in time) for each Y-value (the amplitude level that separates two bins;
Fig. 4a). An example of IGOR Pro code (function ‘Find_Levels’) for setting the number of bins and detecting the
corresponding interval levels along the time axis can be found in the Supplementary Data.

(iv) If the noise is high, employing a level-detection algorithm directly on the mean response will give rise to errors.
In this case, an alternative is to use an idealized waveform of the ensemble mean response to translate the amplitude
intervals to the corresponding time intervals. The idealized waveform can be obtained by fitting the following function,
which combines two exponential functions, to the ensemble mean waveform,

IðtÞ ¼ A½1� expð�ðt � dÞ=triseÞ�� exp½�ðt � dÞ=tdecay� for t � d

IðtÞ ¼ 0 for tod;
ð7Þ
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Figure 4 | Stages in the binning procedure for non-stationary noise analysis.

(a) Plot of ensemble mean current response. The amplitude interval from

baseline (0) to peak response has been divided into ten equal amplitude bins

(borders between amplitude bins indicated by horizontal broken lines). At the

level crossings of the borders between bins with the decaying phase of the

ensemble mean waveform, the amplitude bins are translated to the

corresponding time bins along the time axis (borders between time bins

indicated by vertical broken lines). (b) Schematic view of procedure for

averaging of mean and variance values within time bins of varying size. Top

array (array A) contains six bins (b1–b6), with elements belonging to the same

bin demarcated by thicker lines. For simplicity of display, each successive bin

contains one more element than the preceding bin. Bottom array (array B)

contains six elements (e1–e6), one for each bin of elements in array A. Each

element in array B stores the average value of the elements in the

corresponding bin in array A. (c) Plot of ensemble current variance versus
mean current and versus open probability (same data as in Fig. 3f), but
after binning (30 bins). Time range used for the variance versus mean plot

corresponds to data points from the peak of the mean waveform to the end

of the decay phase. The data points were fitted with equation (3) (overlaid

red trace; g ¼ 50 pS, N ¼ 51 channels).
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where d is the delay to onset of the response, A
describes the peak amplitude and trise and tdecay are
the time constants of the rise and decay phases,
respectively.

(v) Calculate the average of the ensemble mean current
and ensemble variance (each calculated across the
individual event waveforms included in the ensemble; Step (i) above) for each bin (time interval; see Fig. 4b for a
schematic illustration).

(vi) From the arrays containing the bin averages of mean current and variance, construct the ensemble variance
(s2; ordinate) versus ensemble mean current (I; abscissa) relationship, where each data point represents the average
value for each bin (Fig. 4c).

(vii) Fit the data points with equation (3) and obtain estimates for i and N (Fig. 4c). An example of IGOR Pro code (function
‘NPS_NSNA_bin’) for conventional non-stationary noise analysis with binning can be found in the Supplementary Data.
? TROUBLESHOOTING

(B) Peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis
(i) In general, peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis is used for analysis of spPSCs where it is necessary to compensate

for the introduced quantal variability when the responses arise from more than a single release site.
(ii) When calculating the difference current for a given individual event (spPSC), multiply the ensemble mean response by

the factor needed to scale its peak response to the response value at the corresponding point in time for the given event.
(iii) Calculate the difference current between the spPSC and the peak-scaled ensemble mean response. Figure 5 shows

an example with computer-simulated events with quantal variability (Fig. 5a) and difference currents calculated without
peak scaling (Fig. 5b) and with peak scaling (Fig. 5c; see legend for details).

(iv) Repeat (ii) and (iii) for each spPSC in the ensemble to be analyzed.
(v) From the ensemble of difference waveforms, calculate the ensemble variance for each point in time (Fig. 5e,f).
(vi) From the selected number of bins, calculate the corresponding amplitude intervals and translate them to time intervals

(as in Steps 18A (ii), (iii); see Fig. 4a).
(vii) Calculate the average of the ensemble mean current and ensemble variance (each calculated across the individual event

waveforms included in the ensemble) for each bin (see Fig. 4b).
(viii) From the arrays containing the bin averages of mean current and variance, construct the ensemble variance (s2; ordinate)

versus ensemble mean current (I; abscissa) relationship, where each data point represents the average value for each bin,
omitting the rising phase of the response (Fig. 5g).

(ix) Fit the data points with equation (3) (Fig. 5g). If the variance versus mean relationship is parabolic, (almost) all
data points may be used for curve fitting. If the variance versus mean relationship is skewed, the curve fitting should
exclude data points from the maximum variance and to the right (e.g., see ref. 50). In either case, curve fitting can
reliably estimate i, but the estimated N will not correspond to the (average) number of available channels and no
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Figure 5 | Stages in the procedure for peak-scaled non-stationary noise

analysis (NSNA) of an ensemble of events with quantal variability. Data

simulated for spontaneous postsynaptic current (spPSC)-like events as in

Figure 3 (n ¼ 1,000), but with quantal variability mimicked by varying the

number of available channels randomly between trials (mean ¼ 50; Gaussian

distribution with s.d. ¼ 10; see ref. 50 for details). (a) Three individual
events from the ensemble (1–3). (b,c) The corresponding difference currents

calculated without peak scaling (b; conventional non-stationary noise
analysis; 1–3) and with peak scaling (c; peak-scaled non-stationary noise

analysis; 1–3) of the ensemble mean waveform before subtracting it

from each individual event. (d) Ensemble mean current waveform.

(e) Ensemble variance waveform resulting from conventional non-stationary

noise analysis (no peak scaling). (f) Ensemble variance waveform resulting

from peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis. Notice difference in shape

and amplitude scaling of variance waveforms in panels e and f. (g) Plot of
ensemble current variance calculated with peak scaling (panel f) versus
mean current (panel d); 30 bins. The data points were fitted with equation (3)

(overlaid red trace; g ¼ 47 pS, N ¼ 41 channels). (h) Plot of ensemble
current variance calculated without peak scaling (panel e) versus mean
current (panel d); 30 bins. The initial (leftmost) data points were fitted

with a straight line (overlaid red trace; g ¼ 51 pS). Time range used for

the variance versus mean plots corresponds to data points from the peak

of the mean waveform to the end of the decay phase (panels g,h).
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information on Po, peak is available. If the variance versus mean relationship is parabolic, the estimated N will (ideally)
correspond to the average number of channels open at the peak. If the relationship is skewed, N will have no physical
interpretation. An example of IGOR Pro code (function ‘PS_NSNA_bin’) for peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis
(with binning) can be found in the Supplementary Data.

If spPSCs (with quantal variability, i.e., arising from more than a single release site) are investigated using conventional
non-stationary noise analysis (without peak scaling), it is to be expected that the variance versus mean curves will not
display a parabolic shape; instead, they will deviate upward (Fig. 5h; see ref. 50). Estimates for i can still be made by
fitting the initial (leftmost) part of the variance versus mean relationship with a straight line, but the curve fitting will
use only a few data points and will, therefore, not be very accurate50.
? TROUBLESHOOTING

Bootstrap analysis� TIMING Approximately 1–2 h for each cell to be analyzed (depending on the number of synthetic data
sets to be generated and analyzed)
19| For optional bootstrap analysis of statistical errors in the best-fit parameters obtained by non-stationary noise analysis of
an ensemble with n events (1, y, n), generate m (e.g., 100) random lists, each with n event numbers. Each event number is
selected randomly between 1 and n and corresponds to an event in the original ensemble. For m lists of event numbers, each
event number occurs a total of m times, but randomly with respect to the individual lists. Each list of numbers can then be used
to generate a synthetic, resampled data set with n events, each randomly selected from the original ensemble. A routine
implemented in Mathematica for generating lists of randomized event numbers has been published by Roth and Häusser70 (their
supplementary material) and a corresponding routine implemented in IGOR Pro (function ‘Random_Permutation’) can be found
in the Supplementary Data. When all synthetic data sets have been generated, the same type of non-stationary noise analysis
as carried out for the original data set is repeated for each synthetic data set. For a given parameter obtained from the original
data set, the analysis of all synthetic data sets will yield a measure of the statistical error.

Covariance analysis � TIMING Approximately 1–4 h for each cell to be analyzed (depending on the number of responses
included in the ensemble mean)
20| For this optional analysis, any of the software packages mentioned above can be used to calculate covariance functions for
an ensemble of responses (e.g., IGOR Pro, MATLAB, Mathematica and GNU Octave). In addition, the program PulseTools for
analysis of electrophysiological signals (from HEKA Elektronik; http://www.heka.com) also has a function for calculating the
covariance matrix, but unless one has acquired the data with a program in the HEKA software family, it is difficult to convert
the data into a format that can be read by this program.

Optional correction for RC filtering � TIMING Approximately 10–15 min for each cell to be analyzed
21| During a whole-cell voltage-clamp recording, the combination of Rs (series resistance) and Cm (cell membrane capacitance)
will have the effect of low-pass filtering the recorded current waveforms71. With estimates for Rs and Cm, it is possible to correct
partially for this filtering72. Note that this and similar routines do not correct for any electrotonic filtering that may be present
in the data. For an example of the application of this procedure to synaptic data without electrotonic filtering, see ref. 73. An
example of IGOR Pro code that can be used for this correction can be found at: http://www.mpibpc.gwdg.de/abteilungen/140/
software/index.html (function ‘SeriesresistanceComp’ in the file ‘Proc02_Apr4Web’).

� TIMING
For some of the steps listed, the demand for computing power can be considerable (depending on the amount of data
processed), and this determines the time required to complete the analysis.
Steps 1 and 2, data acquisition: 6–12 h for each recording session
Steps 3–8, detect and pre-process spPSCs: 60 min or more for each cell
Steps 9 and 10, testing detected spPSCs for time stability: 15–60 min for each cell to be analyzed
Step 11, testing detected spPSCs for correlations between waveform parameters: 10–20 min for each cell to be analyzed
Step 12, alignment of detected waveforms (spPSCs): 5–15 min for each cell to be analyzed
Steps 17 and 18, non-stationary noise analysis (with binning): 10–15 min for each cell to be analyzed
Step 19, bootstrap analysis: 1–2 h for each cell to be analyzed (optional)
Step 20, covariance analysis: 1–4 h for each cell to be analyzed (optional)
Step 21, correction for RC filtering: 10–15 min for each cell to be analyzed (optional)

? TROUBLESHOOTING
Troubleshooting advice can be found in Table 1.
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ANTICIPATED RESULTS
Under stable recording conditions, and with reasonable conditions for voltage and space clamp, the number of spPSCs for a
given cell that pass the criteria for time stability and do not display statistically significant correlations between synaptic
waveform parameters (indicative of differential electrotonic filtering) can represent up to 95–100% of the total number of
events recorded from a given cell26,52. Several studies have employed whole-cell recordings of spPSCs and non-stationary noise
analysis (typically peak-scaled) to estimate the single-channel conductance of synaptic receptor channels (e.g., see refs.
26,31,42,45,46,48,52,53,74–77). In cases where it has been possible to compare the conductance estimates obtained from
non-stationary noise analysis with those obtained from directly resolved single-channel openings in the spPSCs, a reasonably
good correspondence between the estimates can be observed26,31. On the other hand, in cases where such comparisons are not
available, it might be possible to compare the conductance estimates for spPSCs with those obtained from directly resolved
single-channel activity and/or non-stationary noise analysis of evoked responses in outside-out patches from the same cell type
(e.g., see refs. 52,74,75,78).

For these reasons, we believe that, in general, it is desirable to attempt to obtain both types of data (spPSCs and outside-out
patch responses) for a given cell type. However, it cannot be assumed a priori that the receptor channels in patches will
necessarily be identical or equivalent to those in the synapses, and there are important caveats that should be borne in mind.
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TABLE 1 | Troubleshooting table.

Step Problem Possible reason Solution

12 Alignment of spontaneous postsynaptic
currents (spPSCs) for peak-scaled non-
stationary noise analysis does not
work properly

The first derivative is too noisy Increase the degree of smoothing used in
the alignment function

Some events are aligned on a noise peak
instead of the peak response

Eliminate events with sharp noise peaks

18A Conventional non-stationary noise
analysis of an ensemble of outside-out
patch responses produces a variance
versus mean curve that does not appear
parabolic

The number of responses in the ensemble
is not large enough, resulting in too
much noise

The patch has to be eliminated from the
analysis

There was drift in the system during
sampling, giving rise to inadequate
alignment of the responses

Check alignment of responses carefully;
if necessary, attempt re-alignment and
examine whether this changes the results

18B Peak-scaled non-stationary noise analy-
sis of an ensemble of spPSCs produces a
variance versus mean curve that appears
flat (instead of parabolic or skewed)

The number of responses in the ensemble
is not large enough, resulting in too
much noise

The cell has to be eliminated from the
analysis

The events in the ensemble have not
been adequately aligned

Check alignment of spPSCs carefully;
if necessary, attempt re-alignment and
examine whether this changes the results

18B Peak-scaled non-stationary noise analy-
sis of an ensemble of spPSCs produces a
variance versus mean curve that appears
skewed (instead of parabolic)

The events in the ensemble have not
been adequately aligned

Check alignment of spPSCs carefully;
if necessary, attempt re-alignment and
examine whether this changes the results

A skewed variance versus mean
relationship is caused by the kinetic
properties of the receptor channels

If receptor channels in outside-out patches
from the same cells display similar properties
to the synaptic receptor channels, perform
peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis of
patch responses to see whether you obtain a
skewed variance versus mean relationship
here as well. If possible, subject the
ensemble of patch responses to covariance
analysis and compare the decay time course
of the covariance function with that of the
macroscopic patch responses

We have included troubleshooting advice only for that part of the protocol that pertains directly to the off-line analysis. Note that the guide illustrates only some of the potential difficulties that can be
encountered for a particular type of receptor channel. For troubleshooting advice on data acquisition, see, e.g., refs. 12,22,59–61.
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Patches are by necessity excised from extrasynaptic, as opposed to synaptic, membrane and may therefore have receptor
channels with different subunit composition and receptor channels that exist in association with different accessory proteins or
cytoskeletal elements. Even in cases where synaptic and extrasynaptic receptor channels are identical, the process of excising
outside-out patches might influence or disrupt the interaction of the receptor channels with such accessory proteins and
cytoskeletal elements and, in addition, might change the phosphorylation state of the receptor channels. At the same time,
it is often exactly such experiments that can be important for assessing the similarity, or lack thereof, between synaptic and
extrasynaptic receptor channels.

Another important reason for attempting to combine peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis of spPSCs with ultrafast
application of agonist to outside-out patches (irrespective of the location from which the patches are excised) is the inability
of peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis to yield information on the Po attained at the peak of the average spPSC. Although
dividing the peak amplitude of an average PSC by the single-channel current (estimated by peak-scaled non-stationary noise
analysis) yields the average number of ion channels open at the peak of the PSC, it does not yield information on the average
number of receptor channels exposed to neurotransmitter. However, when an outside-out patch is exposed to brief pulses of
neurotransmitter at concentrations in the millimolar range generally considered to be reached in the synaptic cleft13,
conventional non-stationary noise analysis will yield information not only on the single-channel conductance, but also on
the number of available channels in the patch and thereby the Po, peak. Assuming that the receptor channels in the patches
are similar to those mediating the spPSCs, the result of dividing the average number of receptor channels open at the peak
of the PSC by the Po, peak will equal the average number of receptor channels exposed to neurotransmitter. Such procedures have
been used in a number of studies of synaptic transmission in the CNS (e.g., see refs. 26,52,74,75,78).

Peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis of PSCs has also proven to be a useful tool for investigations of changes in synaptic
properties related to development, synaptic plasticity and similar phenomena. In this context, the critical issue has been to
decide whether changes in the amplitude of PSCs are caused by a change in the single-channel conductance and/or a change
in the number of open channels (e.g., see refs. 6,7,79–86). In this type of investigation, the accuracy of the estimate of the
single-channel conductance might be less important than the ability to demonstrate a change in this parameter. Even when the
conditions for peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis are not optimal, the results of a comparison between conditions can
provide essential mechanistic information. It is important, however, that there are no other differences between the conditions
being compared, such as systematic differences in series resistance and/or electrotonic filtering, that can cause the observed
effects or lack thereof.

Similar considerations can be important for experimental controls in work with non-stationary noise analysis. Such controls
might employ manipulations that would be expected to alter (or not to alter) one or other of the deduced parameters, with a
view to assessing the ability to detect relevant changes. For example, analyzing recordings in the presence of low concentrations
of competitive, slowly dissociating antagonists would not be expected to reduce the estimate of i (obtained by conventional or
peak-scaled non-stationary noise analysis), but should reduce the estimate of N (obtained by conventional non-stationary noise
analysis for patch responses). In the same way, analyzing recordings (patch responses or spPSCs) obtained at different holding
potentials would not be expected to change the estimate of i. Finally, analyzing recordings obtained in the presence of an
allosteric modulator might be expected to change the peak open probability without changing the estimates for i or N.
The details of such controls will depend on the specific properties of the receptor channels investigated.

Although ultrafast application of agonist to outside-out patches is often used to study kinetic properties of receptor channels,
such studies have also employed non-stationary noise analysis to study neuromodulatory changes of receptor channels that can
be difficult to resolve with single-channel recording. For example, non-stationary noise analysis has been used to distinguish
between changes in Po, peak and single-channel conductance in studies of the modulatory control of glutamate receptors by
cAMP-dependent protein kinase87.

Note: Supplementary information is available via the HTML version of this article.
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